
The Art of Sarah Lidster 

 

Over the course of her life, contemporary artist Sarah Lidster has refined her creative practice into 

an inspired union of chance and intention.  Her abstract compositions capture the essence of natural 

forms, surreal landscapes and alien organisms, representing a mindscape of her phenomenological 

experience of her world, in a metaphorical and surreal style. 

The artist creates detail found in the simple random paint parks which appear as though sketched 

from an actual scene.  To truly understand how her process has developed, we must go back to the 

beginnings of her exploration of the world. 

 

Background 

As a child, Lidster spent the majority of her leisure time in nature; whether it was in the garden, 

woodland or at the beach.  Since she can remember, Lidster had an innate need to create; drawing 

and making at every opportunity.  The first time her talent was recognised was on a school trip to 

Walton-on-the-Naze, where she drew a picture of an oyster shell she had found.  Since then she was 

encouraged to continue making art, by her family and teachers, drawing on the world around her for 

inspiration.  

Lidster gained an A* at GCSE in 1999, having had a large body of work produced at home in her 

leisure time.  She had spent hours learning and experimenting with materials and techniques, 

looking at art in galleries and practicing what she saw.  This continued until 2010 where she decided, 

now with a young son, to complete an art degree.  After graduating in 2014 and working in various 

mediums and with a variety of concepts, she developed a style of working she continues to employ 

and refine.  Lidster continues to explore the mediums she engages with, refining and pushing her 

work forward, evolving from one work to another.  

 

Influence of Nature 

Lidster began collecting shells, natural objects and curious rocks and minerals, drawn to the natural, 

structural forms, created by animal, plant or environmental effects on the object. This grew into 

observing marks and patterns in the environment, created by the natural elements, creating abstract 

compositions which could easily be displayed as an abstract work of art. This is where the use of 

chance enters her work. 

Without chance, the world would not exist; chance has driven evolution and as created the world as 

it is, as we experience it. By allowing chance to intervene in the artistic process, a suggestion of 

nature is created and therefore drives the evolution of the image into the final outcome.  Lidster is 

interested in the unintentional marks found in the environment, either caused by the natural 

elements acting on surfaces, both natural and manmade, or unintentionally by human, animal or 

plant life.  Lidster believes that these marks we observe and often overlook, provide evidence of the 

passing of time and existence of life.  Without these marks, particularly on manmade surfaces, the 

world would feel sterile; like the interior of a commercial setting, cleaned and maintained to remove 



such evidence, to provide the illusion of new and untouched.  These settings have often caused 

Lidster to pose the question, what is real and what is fake? At what stage does something manmade 

become something real? A difficult question to answer, however Lidster finds it fascinating to 

contemplate; as far as she has hypothesised, if nature is real and manmade is artificial, the 

manmade becomes real once nature has affected the physicality of the object. 

Immanuel Kant says “Nature is beautiful because it looks like Art; and Art can only be called 

beautiful if we are conscious of it as Art while yet it looks like Nature”.  This resonates with Lidster’s 

work, as she pursues an aesthetic which involves chance as part of the process.  The marks and 

effects are created by inducing accident and allowing chance to create a composition.  These details 

which are unplanned and unintentional, continually create surprising and interesting effects and 

forms, much closer to nature than a consciously created painting or a painting which is imitating 

nature.   

 

Influences 

Lidster began drawing with a ballpoint pen after seeing an ink and 

watercolour painting by Paul Nash at a gallery in London (Figure 

1).  Spending hours doodling with a pen, Lidster became confident 

using a pen and preferred this to drawing with other mediums.  

The absent minded mark making of doodling interested Lidster as 

a method of creating surreal images, accessing the unconscious, 

although there is often evidence of occasional conscious 

intervention.  The aesthetic of gestural and apparent symbolism 

and the connection to the doodler’s psychology has been a 

curiosity of Lidster’s.   This has inspired her continued use of a pen 

as a method of conveying conscious thought to the surface, 

comparable to writing.  Preferring to draw with a pen rather than 

pencil, the mark of the pen is final and non-erasable, recording 

the movements and thoughts when they are initially conceived.  Lidster often found that when 

returning to a doodle, she could remember the meeting, TV program or lecture she was listening to 

at the time of drawing.  The doodle then became a symbolic recording of a mental process, the 

image and thoughts were semantically unrelated yet mentally and uniquely for her, connected.   

Lidster spent time researching the drawings of Henry 

Moore (Figure 2) whilst completing her GCSEs and taught 

herself to draw in a sculptural way.  She was fascinated by 

the abstract organic forms and the way in which he was 

inspired by natural objects, much like she was.  This 

influenced her future drawing style leading her to create 

abstract organic drawings. 

After completing her GCSEs, Lidster began A Levels in Art, 

Psychology and Human Biology, hoping to train as an art 

therapist.  Her interest in psychology and biology inspired 

an interest in surrealist artists such as Escher, Dali and 

Figure 1 Paul Nash 1889–1946 Ink and 
watercolour on paper, Tate 

Figure 2- Henry Moore Intaglio Print on Paper 



Magritte and began to experiment with surrealist automatism (Figure 3).  Lidster was fascinated with 

the way in which the surrealists would combine art and psychology and how the subconscious could 

be expressed through making art as she had already been experimenting with on her own.  She 

produced several pieces of work based on dreams and experimenting with automatist techniques.   

“I think I like placing things together that don,t belong.  I always liked surrealist art as I was growing 

up and studying art.  I liked the work of Magritte, Esher and Dali.  I didn’t know why at the time, I 

doubt I ever thought about it.  I liked the way that art can make anything possible.  It can place 

things together that might never be together.  I liked the way it could create illusions and situations 

from a dream world.  I was always very aware of my dreams and the world my dreams had created.  

It was and still is, an ever growing world, made of various landscapes, 

places, buildings etc.  I have always had an urge to draw/paint or 

represent these places, to map out and give structure to this 

subjective, ethereal world which only I can access.  I have also been 

interested in how the mind makes misperceptions, much like what 

Magritte was interested in.  The mind ends up believing for a second 

that what it sees isn’t actually what is there, but something weird or 

bizarre.” 

Unfortunately, due to her own struggle with mental health, Lidster 

dropped out of college and began to work full time.  It would be 10 

years before she returned to education to complete her degree.  

During this time she continued to paint and make in her leisure time, 

using art as a release and escape.   

 

Turmoil 

Lidster has lived a somewhat chaotic life, and this chaos has found its way into her paintings, with 

attempts to make sense of it all and to create something beautiful from the blemishes and mess.  

Taking control of the forms with black and white pens, she creates meaning to the chaotic and 

initially meaningless marks.  “My work show a tension between order and chaos, destabilising 

structure.  Something that is strong and structured is then melted or altered which shows a fragility 

or vulnerability. The illusion of strength and optimism juxtaposed with the reality of vulnerability and 

suffering.  ” 

Lidster’s paintings are of colour, but muted. They tend to be of blues, greens and greys with the odd 

splash of other colours, perhaps relating to the psychological connection with the colours, 

communicating the feeling of muted emotion as experienced with depression. 

The marks and forms in the paintings are busy, creating a feeling of anxiety.   Drawing into the 

painting, changing the vagueness of the painted marks into the defined forms can be interpreted as 

metaphor for the psychological process of sorting and making sense of the world through reflection 

and interpretation.   “Throughout my life, any stable or structured environment has, in some way, 

destabilised, leading me to develop the belief that any situation I find myself in that is comfortable 

and familiar is an illusion, and will at some point destabilise and fall apart, and leaving me to find 

structure and stability in these fragments or from a fresh start”.  The anxiety is brought under 

Figure 3 M C Escher Hand with 
reflecting sphere, 1935 Lithograph 



control once the drawing is complete, the use of black and white pen perhaps representing the need 

for life to be more black and white, a method of removing ambiguity and confusion.  

The juxtaposing elements are of equal importance in Lidster’s work, during the process an 

equilibrium is reached.   Space and form, solid and fluid, geometric and organic, opposite ends of 

one scale exist harmoniously; one exists because of the other, like dark and light, good and evil, love 

and hate, these are all different degrees of one state or form. 

 

Process 

The process of painting and drawing is an ongoing improvisation, where the painting is largely 

constructed by chance with occasional intervention of conscious decision making; the final image is 

those largely unintentional forms harnessed by defining the patterns created by the wet media and 

water through a more deliberate, yet still occasional subconscious drawing.  The drawing becomes a 

more deliberate response to the chance involved in creating.  “I never know what the painting will 

look like when I begin, although the process is random, there’s certain parts I am in control of like 

the colours of the paint, where I place the brush on the canvas, how much water I will apply and 

whether I need to apply more to create a more pleasing composition and the decision of when it is 

ready to put aside to dry.  Despite this, there is a large element of chance in the development of the 

painting due to the way I apply the medium.” 

“I am also interested in tracing these shapes or drawing around them.  It is like these marks are 

made without control and by drawing around them I am applying control.  They also give the 

indefinite form, a definite shape.  The shape I pick out can only be a representation of what I 

perceive; the vaguer the shape, the more judgement I have to make.  So the pen marks are my 

personal response to what is on the paper.“ 

 

Watching Randomness 

With this painting process, Lidster produces compositions by subconsciously and consciously 

applying randomness.  Once the water and paint have been applied to the surface, Lidster 

manipulates or redesigns the media to achieve a more satisfactory composition based on experience 

and knowing what works.  Although Lidster does not consciously attempt to predict the outcome of 

the image, she is aware that there are certain compositions that work better than others and will 

continue to work the material until she is satisfied. 

Once the paint is applied and has dried, she then works on the next stage of creation.  Lidster 

believes her searching for images in random patterns stems back to her childhood home, with artex 

ceilings which she spent time staring at, whilst trying to get to sleep.   

The eye finds organic and random patterns pleasing, if there is no planned pattern, the eye will find 

one.  This is a psychological phenomenon called apophenia, where the mind will see things in 

unrelated objects, such as a face in a leaf.   We seek to find patterns in random occurrences, 

whether it is visual patterns created by random events, or patterns and coincidence in life.  These 

random patterns cause the mind to wonder, to seek meaning and recognise something that we are 

familiar with from our own experiences.   



Intentional Un-intention 

The process Lidster uses asks us to consider whether things can be random or whether it is possible 

for it to come into existence without something causing it.  Can the painting be random or is each 

movement and decision caused by previous experience.  Sigmund Freud’s Psychodynamic theory 

suggests that there are no accidents; that brushstrokes, however automatic, draw on the 

subconscious.  This was the basis of many surrealist artists employing automatic techniques. “Until 

the painting is complete I can’t plan how it will look, or even decide what way is up until some way 

into the drawing stage”. 

Lidster’s work utilises the unpredictability of chance in the process of painting combined with the 

conscious intention of drawing; this creates intended, unintentional forms.  Dadaists used chance in 

their work, finishing with conscious finishing touches. Chance embraces all natural laws and pays a 

part in how all life arises.  Stochastic methods combine random chance with a selective process so 

that only certain randomness occurs, alleviating more control of the artist, but the artist allows 

chance to affect the canvas.  This allows the creation of interesting compositions within a set of 

constraints so are not completely random. 

Viewing 

To view Lidster’s paintings is to experience the forces of nature acting upon the medium, creating 

forms we recognise on a much larger scale, in rock formations, aerial photography, landscapes and 

seascapes.  Lidster wants the viewer to be intrigued, to spend time in the painting, looking at every 

detail, getting lost in the terrain of paint and pen.  Her work encourages us to see connections in the 

world, with forms on micro and macro levels, with mental and physical processes, perceptions, 

schemas and concepts.  It shows us how mental and emotional processes can be related to physical 

representation and metaphor.  

 


